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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1.

This Report discusses the findings of a Board of Inquiry (BOI) into the investigation of a PRASA Rail rear-end collision that occurred in the section between
Booysens and Crown Stations involving Train 9404 and Train 9934.

1.2.

On the afternoon of 17 July 2015 at about 17h54, Train 9404 collided with the
rear-end of Train 9934 which had stopped at signal CRN69 which was at danger. The incident occurred in the section between Booysens and Crown Stations. The incident took place between signal BY80 and CRN69 after mast pole
16/882.

1.3.

The trains departed Booysens Station seven minutes apart; at 17h40 and 17h47
and were both destined for Naledi Station.

1.4.

The Driver of Train 9934, Ms. Fikile More, indicated that she departed Booysens
Station at 17h40 with a yellow signal aspect and was travelling on the slow lane
to Naledi Station. According to her, all signals on the slow lane had always
been on caution and were never green.

1.5.

As she approached Crown (CRN) 69 the signal aspect turned red and she then
stopped the train. Minutes later, she saw another train crossing in front of her
from the direction of West Gate to Crown. After the train cleared, the signal
aspect turned yellow then green.

1.6.

She then began to prepare the vacuum in order to depart. In less than 5
minutes whilst she was doing so, she heard a loud bang from the rear.

1.7.

The Driver of Train 9404, Mr. Edwin Sifiso Maseko, indicated on the other hand,
that he departed Booysens Station at 17h47 with a yellow signal aspect, travelling to Naledi. After he passed signal BOY 80, which was at caution, he saw a
train in front of him, for the first time. He then applied emergency brakes, but
the train kept on moving. He then jumped in to the corridor to protect himself.

1.8.

Train 9404 then collided with the rear-end of Train 9934.
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1.9.

According to the Train Driver, had he seen Train 9934 earlier or before signal
BOY 80, the accident could have been prevented. He further indicated that
the overgrown vegetation on the curve contributed to the accident in that his
vision was obscured as he could not see beyond the curve.

1.10.

The BOI was unable to determine the speed at which Train 9404 was travelling
as the speedometer was faulty.

1.11.

As a result of the collision, it was reported that 2 train crew members and 239
passengers were treated for injuries.

1.12.

The collision resulted in extensive damage to rolling stock and minor damage
to the perway.

1.13.

The BOI finds inter alia that the collision was as a result of the following:

1.13.1. The collision was as a result of signal BOY 80 incorrectly displaying a yellow
(proceed) aspect. The evidence reveals that a false-feed had been erroneously connected to the relevant track circuit relay controlling the system,
which prevented the track circuit from detecting Train 9934.
1.13.2. The initial observations found that the lightning protection circuitry at the
input to the relay failed and no spare was available, so the technician attempted to bypass it. As such, it can be concluded that:
1.13.2.1.

The shortage of spares affects the ability of technicians to adequately attend to faults and ensure that this is done in line with standard procedures;

1.13.2.2.

In the absence of spares, technicians find other non-tested and unapproved methods of fixing faults. This is an extremely high risk, as
there is no guarantee that the signalling equipment is safe to use after these methods are employed.

1.13.3. After a fault was previously reported on the Point of Incident (POI), the
technician who attended to the fault failed to test the track circuit together
with the TCO after the repairs; also, the supervisor or other independent person failed to check and test the wiring after the repairs to the circuitry.
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1.13.4. A supervisor or other independent person failed to test that the track circuit
indications on the panel at Booysens were functioning correctly and displaying the correct colours.
1.13.5. Periodic maintenance procedures and checks are not performed on
safety critical equipment, (including signalling equipment, systems within
the TCO environment, as well as equipment within the trains), due to resource constraints, lack of training or understanding and shortage of personnel. To this end it was noted that the speedometer of Train 9404 was also
not in working order.
1.13.6. No proper signalling fault reporting / management system and database
exists or is in the process of being implemented to log and manage signalling faults in particular, so that suitable record keeping, management and
analyses of signalling faults may be done. This information may then also
be used for the prioritisation of maintenance and/or capital investment.
1.13.7. According to the trip logger/ CPU analysis Train 9934 was moving at a speed
of 40 km/h when emergency brakes were applied 15 seconds before impact. At the time of collision, the train was travelling at a speed of 28 km/h.
1.13.8. Train crews are not adequately protected nor trained to deal with angry
commuters;
1.13.9. Substance abuse testing is not regularly done. In this case, the TCO in
charge was never tested for alcohol prior to and post the incident.

1.14.

DIRECT CAUSE

1.14.1. The collision was as a result of signal BOY 80 incorrectly displaying a yellow
aspect for Train 9404 to proceed(as result of faulty wiring in apparatus case
A1051) onto a track occupied by Train 9934.
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1.15.

CONTRIBUTING FACTOR

1.15.1. The view of the Driver of Train 9404 was obstructed by the overgrown vegetation on the side of the rail. He was thus prevented from seeing train 9934
which was stationed after the curve between signal BOY 80 and CRN 69.
The overgrown vegetation on the curve obstructed the Driver’s view of Train
9934 before signal BOY 80, which would have afforded him enough time to
stop the train.
1.15.2. The system indicator of critical information about train movements is faulty
since the displayed light is not reflecting actual track information. In this regard, the yellow light indicator for signal 80 on the up slow line on the unit
displaying signal 80 and 81 switches was not working on the day of the incident and, at the time of the interview, was still not working. This means that
if there is no train in that section, the light does not give an indication, leaving the TCOs to assume that the blank light is actually indicating yellow.

1.16.

ROOT CAUSE

1.16.1. Lack of spares and/or resource constraints to properly repair equipment;
1.16.2. Shortages in staff complement;
1.16.3. Training of personnel: The technician did not adhere to accepted and required procedures when attending to a fault (checking, testing after repairs, reporting back, etc.). No refresher training is provided to TCOs on the
system that they use daily to perform their duties.
1.16.4. Lack of supervision of signal personnel and TCOs by Supervisors / Managers.
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1.17.

The Board of Inquiry recommends that:

1.17.1. Short-term Corrective Measures (0-6 Months)
1.17.1.1.

Repair the speedometers on all rolling stock (PRASA Rail);

1.17.1.2.

Audit maintenance of speedometers and CPU’s(RSR);

1.17.1.3.

Remove the trees or overgrown vegetation around any curve, especially those obscuring the view of BOY 80. This will improve visibility
when trains approach the curves.

1.17.1.4.

Review safety procedures to protect train crews in the event of incidences such as this one. Train crew is not adequately protected
against angry commuters during the incidences;

1.17.1.5.

Refresher training for all Signalling Technicians, especially the less experienced ones, on fault rectification procedures and the testing of
equipment after repairs. This should include activities such as task observation.

1.17.1.6.

Updating / correcting of the plans for track circuit BOY80T in
Booysens apparatus case A1051 by a competent person to reflect
the true status of the equipment and the wiring. This exercise must
also be extended to all plans that are outdated. Measures must be
put in place to ensure that plans are updated accordingly and timeously each time there is a change.

1.17.1.7.

PRASA must devise and implement an effective program to actively
supervise safety critical grades among the train crew, TCO, Signalling
and Maintenance Departments. This plan must be monitored to ensure its effectiveness in terms of personnel adherence to standard
and safe operating procedures.

1.17.1.8.

PRASA management from the train crew, TCO, Signalling and
Maintenance Departments must ensure that they align existing procedures, policies and processes to the SANS 3000-4.
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1.17.1.9.

PRASA must ensure that emergency job cards are completed by signalling personnel for every fault that they attend to and, where applicable, a record of the functional testing that was done is made
visible. These job cards must be monitored by a suitably qualified supervisor and actual quality tests on the equipment must be done on
a selected sample of equipment.

1.17.1.10. The process of handing over faults between technicians must be reviewed and documented in a procedure and must thereafter be
communicated adequately to all personnel.
1.17.1.11. PRASA must conduct risk assessments that adequately consider the
operational and human factors risks that are within the system;
1.17.1.12. Ensure that spares for signalling equipment are available, or that suitable alternatives are pursued to ensure that equipment remains operational in accordance with safety standards.
1.17.2. Medium Term Corrective Measures (6-12 Months)
1.17.2.1.

Fill all the vacancies of all safety critical grades.

1.17.2.2.

Implementation of a Signalling Fault Reporting and Management
System and Database: A proper signalling fault reporting / management system and database must be implemented to log and manage signalling faults, so that reliable record keeping, follow-up and
management of signalling faults may be ensured.

1.17.2.3.

PRASA must consider Installing collision avoidance technology on
PRASA trains. Conduct a Quantified Risk Assessment to determine the
extent of risk related to collisions between two trains, taking due account of PRASA’s operating practices and technologies. Use the output of the QRA to then determine the priority areas for investment in
tandem with PRASA’s existing upgrade programmes.
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1.17.2.4.

PRASA must review its shift and rostering guidelines for safety critical
grades (including train crew, TCOs, technicians and supervisors of
safety critical grades) to ensure that adequate work: rest ratios within
and between shifts are implemented with a view to limiting the effects of both acute and cumulative fatigue on personnel. The new
shift scheduling must be based on empirical data considering the
type of work to be performed, the environment and tools to be used,
and the capabilities of personnel.

1.17.3. Long Terms Corrective Measures (12 Months – onwards)
1.17.3.1.

Special efforts should be made to ensure that the Gauteng Re-signalling Project is implemented on schedule and even expedited
where possible, as a matter of urgency. The new technology will assist in raising safety levels above the existing systems, which are long
past their design lives, and consequently pose a safety risk for numerous reasons of which the unavailability of spares is a major contributor.

1.17.3.2.

The implementation of Automatic Train Protection (ATP) or an ERTMS
system in future should be considered to reduce reliance on the human in ensuring safety of train operations.

1.17.3.3.

Continuously ensure that all signalling and operational personnel are
suitably trained and undergo refresher courses to remind them of the
procedures and processes they need to use to maintain signalling
equipment, the operation of train control panels, SPAD’s, etc.

1.17.3.4.

Utilise the information from the abovementioned database(1.17.2.3)
for the analysis of signalling faults and equipment condition, so as to
prioritise maintenance activities and/or capital investment in signalling infrastructure.
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1.17.3.5.

PRASA must positively effect change on the safety culture, such that
personnel refrain from engaging in unsafe acts such as not reporting
faulty speedometers on trains and not following the standard operating and safe working procedures within the Signalling Department.
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2.

DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ATP

Automatic Train Protection

Booysens

Incident location

Coach 13785

Fourth vehicle from the back of Trainset N13. This is
the vehicle which was bent upwards in the middle
as a result of the collision

RCAT

Root Cause Analysis Technique

Trainset N13

Front and stationary train which was collided into.

Trainset N3

Rear and moving train which collided into trainset
N13.

Trainset 9934

Another name for the front stationary trainset N13.
Trainset N13 or 9934 may be used interchangeably
in this Report

Trainset 9404

Another name for the rear moving trainset N3. Trainset N3 or 9404 may be used interchangeably in this
Report

Johannesburg

Place where both Trainset N13 and N3 departed
from

Naledi

Destination of both Trainset N13 and N3

Motor Coach

Train Vehicle. Vehicle and Motor Coach may be
used interchangeable in this Report

Motor Coach 9299

Driving Motor Coach of the moving Trainset N3

Motor Coach 9111

Trailing Motor Coach of stationary Trainset N13

Km/h

Kilometre per hour

Rolling Stock

Motor Coaches/Train Vehicle/Coach/ Locomotives/Wagons

Rear-end Collision

Type of incident where one train collides into the
back of the other train

POI

Point of Incident or Point of Collision

TCO

Train Control Officer

Depot

A place where the railway assets are maintained

Up Slow Line

Track where both N3 and N13 trains were moving

SET

Senior Engineering Technician
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Signal Control

Central Office for Receiving, Recording, Assigning,
Following up and Managing all Signalling Faults

CPU

Central Processing Unit – Black Box on Coaches

UCW

Union Carriage & Wagon

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

SAP ERP

SAP Enterprise Resource Planning System

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

SPAD

Signal Passed at Danger

TFR

Transnet Freight Rail

5P’s

Position, Place, Parts, Paper and Process Evidence
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Report of the Board of Inquiry into the investigation of
a PRASA Rail rear-end collision that occurred in the
section between Booysens and Crown Stations involving Train 9404 and Train 9934
RSR RERENCE NUMBER: RSR/20150717/001
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3.

STATEMENT OF INTENT, OBJECTIVE OF THE INQUIRY AND TERMS OF REFERENCE
3.1.

Statement of Intent
This Inquiry has been constituted in accordance with Section 38 of Railway
Safety Regulator Act, Act 16 of 2002 (As amended). The Inquiry was conducted
with the objective of:a) determining the facts of the occurrences;
b) determining the immediate and underlying causes;
c) making recommendations to prevent, or reduce the risk of recurrence.

3.2.

The Objective of the Inquiry
3.2.1. The Inquiry was conducted with the following objectives:
a) Establishment of the facts;
b) Determination of the immediate causes;
c) Determination of the root causes;
d) Development of robust recommendations;
e) Succinct report covering all the elements of the Terms of Reference.
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3.3.

Terms of Reference
3.3.1.

The Board of Inquiry was required to investigate, make findings and
report on the following:

a) The adequacy, effectiveness and personnel knowledge of the relevant procedures and training.
b) Background regarding activities pertaining to adherence to, specifically applicable train operating procedures by the Train Drivers and the TCO concerned as set out in local instructions, General Appendix and other applicable directives.
c) The adequacy and effectiveness of maintenance systems and procedures
for signals, perway and rolling stock; and
d) Scrutinize Finance and Supply Chain Management Policies to ascertain the
adequacy and effectiveness of these policies.
e) Investigate what the RSR has recommended to be procured by the Operator previously, which might have a bearing in this particular occurrence or
similar type of occurrences.
f) Investigate reasons for non-implementation of the RSR’s recommendations
stated above.
3.3.2.

The Board of Inquiry was further mandated to make robust recommendations to prevent and/or reduce the risk of, and/or mitigate
the consequences of recurrence of the accident. The Board of Inquiry is requested to formulate their recommendations in such a way
that:

a) the recommendations are clear, specific and unambiguous as to what is expected from whom;
b) the recommendations are measurable, practical and attainable; and
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c) the recommendations are results-orientated and coupled to specific time
frames.
4.

SCOPE OF THE REPORT
4.1. This Report is the culmination of the in loco inspection, interviews of witnesses
and personnel from Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (PRASA), which
brought about three other reports inter alia, Rolling Stock, Signalling and the
Human Factors Report. The three secondary reports are annexed to this Report.
4.2. This Report is not intended to be the verbatim transcript of the investigation and
the subsequent inquiry. Only facts and evidence which are important and relevant for the purpose of understanding of this Report would be referred to from
time to time.
4.3. Any reference to a specific gender in this report is a reference to the other and
no discrimination is meant, intended or implied by the use of words or phrases
having a gender connotation.
4.4. The Report takes stock of the five elements that must be considered in order to
determine the root cause analysis. Any information of technical nature in this
Report is based on the advice from technical expertise of fellow board members as well as considered evidence presented to the Board of Inquiry by personnel from PRASA.
4.5. In the preparation of the inquiry, the Board of Inquiry requested, through the
office of the Railway Safety Regulator, certain documentary information relevant for the purpose of the Inquiry from PRASA. Part of the information requested was never submitted to the Board. The inquiry was thus concluded in
the absence of the said information.
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5.

BACKGROUND
5.1. On the afternoon of 17 July 2015 at or about 17h54, Train 9404 col-lided with the
rear-end of Train 9934 which had stopped at signal CRN69, which was at danger in the section between Booysens and Crown Stations. The incident took
place between signal BY80 and CRN69 after mast pole 16/882.
5.2. Prior to the incident, the trains had departed from Booysens Station seven
minutes apart, at 17h40 and 17h47 respectively and were destined for Naledi
Station.
5.3. The Driver of Train 9934, Ms. Fikile More, indicated that she departed from
Booysens Station at 17h40 with a yellow signal aspect and was travelling on a
slow lane to Naledi Station. According to her, all signals moving from the slow
lane had always been on caution and were never green.
5.4. As she approached Crown (CRN) 69 the signal aspect turned red and she then
stopped the train. Minutes later, she saw another train crossing in front of her
from the direction of West Gate to Crown. After the train cleared the signal
aspect turned yellow then green.
5.5. She then began to prepare the vacuum in order to depart. In less than five
minutes, while she was doing so, she heard a loud bang from the rear.
5.6. The Driver of Train 9404, Mr. Edwin Sifiso Maseko indicated, on the other hand,
that he departed from Booysens Station at 17h47 with a yellow signal aspect
travelling to Naledi Station. After he had passed signal BOY 80, which was at
caution he saw a train in front of him for the first time. He then applied emergency brakes, but the train kept on moving. He then jumped in to the corridor
to protect himself.
5.7. Train 9404 then collided with the rear-end of Train 9934.
5.8. According to the Train Driver had he seen Train 9934 earlier or before signal BOY
80, the accident could have been prevented. He further indicated that the
overgrown vegetation on the curve contributed to the accident in that his vision was obscured as he could not see beyond the curve.
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5.9. The Board of Inquiry was unable to determine the speed at which Train 9404
was travelling as the speedometer was faulty.
5.10. As a result of the collision, it was reported that two train crew members and
239 passengers were treated for injuries.
5.11. The collision resulted in extensive damage to rolling stock and minor damage
to the perway.
5.12. On 17 and18 July 2015, the RSR attended the scene of the incident and conducted a preliminary investigation and made the following conclusions:
5.12.1.

The Signal Technicians found that there was incorrect wiring, which
resulted in a false feed. This means that the detection was lost in this
particular track;

5.12.2.

The last fault was reported on signal BOY 80 on 24 February 2015. The
reported fault was a track which was down and it was found there
was a faulty cable. The fault was corrected by the technician on the
same day, but no verification was conducted on the work done.
There were no other reported faults on this signal until the day of the
collision.

5.12.3.

No maintenance was done on this signal since the last fault on 24
February 2015. The maintenance cycle is supposed to be every three
months;

5.12.4.

There is a challenge with the availability of spares for the signalling
system, which is old and has gone obsolete.
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5.13. Following the above findings the RSR made the following recommendation:
5.13.1.

PRASA must adhere to the three monthly maintenance cycle;

5.13.2.

PRASA must observe standard operating procedures for the maintenance of the signalling system;

5.13.3.

An independent assessment by competent persons on the intergrity
of the signalling system will be conducted over the next four weeks;

5.13.4.

The RSR to conduct an independent Board of Inquiry into the circumstances that led to this collision. The BOI will among other things scrutinize the following:
5.13.4.1. The adequacy, effectiveness and personnel knowledge of
the relevant procedures and training;
5.13.4.2. The background regarding activities pertaining to adherence to, specifically applicable train procedure by the
Train Drivers and TCO concerned as set out in local instructions;
5.13.4.3. The adequacy and effectiveness of maintenance systems
and procedures for signals.

5.14. The BOI conducted a site visit on the 16 November 2015 and commenced
with the hearing from from 17 to 19 November 2015.
6.

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE CONSIDERED
On-site investigation conducted by the Board of Inquiry, evidence of witnesses including inspection of the rolling stock, maintenance records and photographic evidence reveals that:
6.1.

Position Evidence
6.1.1. The BOI conducted site visits on Monday, 16 November 2015. The visits included the following areas:
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6.1.1.1

Booysens Signal Cabin,

6.1.1.2

Booysens site where the incident occurred and

6.1.1.3

Braamfontein Depot and Siding Yard where the rolling stock was
kept.

6.1.2. The incident occurred at Booysens Station between Booysens signal BY80
and Crown signal CR69, just after mast pole CB 16/882 as shown in Figure 1
and Figure 2 below.
6.1.3. The incident occurred just before the end of the sharp curve as shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
6.1.4. The track curves towards the left if viewed from Booysens Station.
6.1.5. The area of the incident consists of four tracks, which are identified as up
slow line, up main line, down main line and down slow line. The incident occurred on the up slow line, which is the left-most line (see Figure 2)
6.1.6. The left hand side of the up slow track (i.e. line where incident occurred) has
overgrown vegetation that make it impossible to see the point of incident
from a distance if approaching from the direction of Booysens. The POI is not
visible before signal BY80, due to the said vegetation.
6.1.7. It can, therefore, be concluded the obstruction played a part in this incident.
If there were no trees, the Driver of trainset N3 would have been able to notice stationary Trainset N13 on his path from a distance, which could have
given him sufficient time to react.
6.1.8 When Train 9404 went past signal BY80 which was at caution, the Driver realised for the first time that there was a stationary train on his path. According
to the Driver he applied emergency brakes, but the train kept on moving,
which resulted in a collision.
6.1.9. The speed restriction for up slow line is 60 km/h, and it was established that
the N13 train was moving at about 40 km/h.
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6.1.10. Train 9934 on the other hand was stationed just before signal CRN69 at the
time of collision. According to the Train Driver, she was responding to a red
signal aspect.
6.1.11. The collision occurred at the time that the signal aspect of CRN69 was green
for Train 9934 to proceed. According to the Train Driver, she was busy creating a vacuum when she heard a loud bang from the rear.

Trees

Train Direction

POI

Figure 1: Point of Incident – View from Crown side. The arrow shows train direction
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Trees

Figure 2: Point of Incident – View from Booysens Station. Point of Incident is hidden behind
the trees on the left hand side

6.2.

Parts/ Component Evidence

Rolling Stock
6.2.1. The BOI visited Braamfontein Depot and yard were the rolling stock was kept to
collect parts evidence for the rolling stock investigations.
6.2.2. Rolling stock parts evidence for this type of investigation is concerned with the
condition and handling of the rolling stock equipment prior and post the incident.
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6.2.3. Specific focus was on the damage to the Trainset N3/9404 driving Motor Coach
9299, Trainset N13/9934 trailing Motor Coach 9111 and condition of braking components of Trainset N3/9404 driving Motor Coach 9299.

6.2.4. The trainset configurations are as shown in Figure 3 below. Front stationary Trainset
N13/9934 is shown at the top, while rear moving Trainset N3/9404 is shown at the
bottom.

6.2.5. Of interest to this investigation is the trainset N3 driving Motor Coach 9299, stationary Trainset N13 trailing Motor Coach 9111 as well as fourth vehicle from the back
(i.e. coach 13785).

6.2.6. Motor Coach 9299 of Train N3/9904 was unfortunately not available on site at the
time of the site visit. The BOI learned that this motor coach had since been repaired immediately after the incident as it was not severely damaged.

6.2.7. Only the last few trailing coaches of Train N13 were kept on site for the BOI. These
are Motor Coaches 9111 and 13785.

6.2.8. The absence of Motor Coach 9299 meant the BOI had to rely on parts evidence
gathered from Motor Coach 9111. This evidence is also deemed critical for this
investigation as it is as a result of this collision. The damages to Motor Coach 9111
are also expected to be similar to those of Motor Coach 9299 because both
coaches are similar in design.
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6.2.9. Coach 13785 from stationary Train N13/9934 bent upwards in the middle (see Figure 5). This suggests that coach 13785 was the weakest link of Train N13, which
translated to the maximum bending moment. This also suggests that the force was
large enough to be absorbed by the fourth vehicle from the back. It was confirmed that Trainset N3 was fully loaded with passengers, and that it was moving
at 28 km/h at the point of impact (see Annexure A, clause 6.1, 6.4 and 7). This is
consistent with the damages absorbed by the vehicle 13785.

6.2.10. Both colliding (i.e. 9299) and collided into (i.e. 9111) motor coaches are 5M2A
design series.

6.2.11. The damages to Motor Coach 9111 included the bent buffer plates, coupler out
of position, broken bars and the bolts that have fallen off (See Figure 3). These
damages are also consistent with a rear end collision.

6.2.12. As a conclusion of the parts evidence, the damages to the rolling stock are consistent with that of a rear-end collision.
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Figure 3: N13 (top) and N3 (bottom) Trainset Configuration and Orientation. N13
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Bent or damaged Buffer

Coupler out of
Position

Figure 4: Motor Coach 9929 showing damages to the buffer and out of position coupler
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Bolts fell
off
Broken Bar

Figure 5: Broken Buffer Bars
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Figure 6: Damage to the second last trailing motor coach of front stationary Train
N3/9934
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6.3

Paper Evidence
6.3.1 Paper evidence was requested in order to understand standards/ procedures applicable to this situation, and whether such standards were adhered to or not.
6.3.2 These standards include maintenance, operating procedures and design
specifications /standards.
6.3.3 Maintenance history data suggest Trainset N3 had skipped an intermediate
shed on 13 May 2015 and PS & C shed on the 24 June 2015, due to pit
availability (See Annexure C).
6.3.4 However, by the time of incident Trainset N3 had received one full shed
(i.e. on 27 May), two intermediate sheds (i.e. 10t June and 5July) which
covered the skipped services activities. Thus, the trainset maintenance was
on schedule by the time of the incident.
6.3.5 The reliability data of Motor Coach 9299 was not provided. It is, therefore,
not possible at this stage to conclude if Motor Coach 9299 had faults prior
to departure, which could have played a part in this incident.
6.3.6 The pre-trip inspection report for Trainset N3 was not provided to the BOI. It
is, therefore, not possible to conclude if Trainset N3 was rail worthy upon
departure.
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6.3.7 The trip logger/CPU analysis was provided in clause 6.1 of the PRASA Preliminary Report (see Annexure A). The following are noted from the trip logger:
6.3.7.1

Train N3 was moving at 40 km/h upon brakes application

6.3.7.2

Vacuum pressure was 68 KPa upon brakes application

6.3.7.3

Brakes were applied 15 seconds before the impact

6.3.7.4

N3 train speed was 28 km/h at the point of impact

6.3.7.5

N3 vacuum pressure was 0 KPa at the point of impact

6.3.7.6

The calculated distance travelled between the brake application and point of impact was less than 40 meters. This suggest the Driver of Train N3 only noticed stationary Train N13
when he was about 40 meters away.

6.3.7.7

The stopping distance for the 5M2A design series was not provided to the BOI, therefore, it cannot be concluded at this
stage if Train N3 behaved as expected. It can, however, be
speculated that 40 meters was not sufficient to bring the fully
loaded train to a standstill from a speed of 40 km/h. The
roughly calculated or estimated stopping distance is about
300 meters for a train that is moving at 40 km/h.

Human Factors
6.3.8. Based on the time sheets that were available, it was evident that the shift
schedule resulted in Ms Tsumbedzo and other TCOs in the Booysens Cabin
to work for two and a half weeks without a rest day, followed by three days
off work. On 17 July, the day of the incident, Ms Tsumbedzo was meant to
be having a rest day. However, she was asked to work on her rest day in
order to fill in for other TCOs that were attending refresher training. This
means that on the day of the collision, although Ms Tsumbedzo had been
on duty for approximately 54 minutes, she had effectively been working for
15 consecutive days without rest. Moreover, this witness had 11 hours between the previous days shift on the 16 July until the start of the shift on 17
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July. This is not in line with the PRASA requirements of at least 12 hours between shifts.
6.4

Process/Environmental Evidence

6.4.1 The incident occurred on the 17 July 2015, which suggest it was during winter.
6.4.2 The incident occurred right after a sharp curve, which has trees or overgrown
vegetation that makes it impossible to see the POI from a distance (see Figure
7 below). Obstruction is believed to have played a role in this incident as the
driver of Train N3 could not have been able to see Trainset N13, that was stationed at a distance.
6.4.3 There are four tracks at the POI. It is, therefore, also possible that even if the
Driver of Train N3 had noticed Trainset N13 from a distance, he could have still
mistaken it to be on a track other than the track he was on.
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Trees

Figure 7: Point of Incident – View from Booysens side. This show multiple tracks and
trees around the POI

6.5

People Evidence
Witness Statements
Witnesses were called upon to testify before the BOI during the period from
17 to 19 November 2015. Witnesses that were called were those that were
either directly or indirectly involved in the incident. The purpose of the witness
testimony was for the BOI to establish the cause of the incident. The following
witnesses testified before the BOI.

ITEM

PARTICULARS

EMPLOYER

1

Ms. Fikile More – Train Driver

PRASA

2

Mr. Edwin Sifiso Maseko – Train Driver

PRASA

3

Mr. Lebakeng Maletsi – Train Guard

PRASA

4

Ms. Tsoumbedzo Nelunde - TCO

PRASA

5

Mr. Leon Sieberhagen – Acting Section Manager

PRASA

6

Mr. Danie Dennis – Signals Branch Manager

PRASA

7

Mr. Lebogang Segone – Train Crew Manager

PRASA

8

Mr. Louis Benjamin Coetzee – Senior Signalling Technician

PRASA

9

Mr. Daluxolo Camagu – Technical Supervisor

PRASA

10

Mr. Daniel Jacobus Nel – Signaling Technician

PRASA

11

Mr. Thabo Mokoena – Systems Engineer

PRASA

12

Ms. Sheila Marageni – TCO

PRASA
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1st Witness
Ms Fikile More – Train Driver 9934
Position: PRASA Train Driver
Testified on the 17 November 2015
6.5.1.

She testified that:
6.5.1.1. She was employed at Metrorail during 2001, as a Metro Guard up to
2003.
6.5.1.2. She then attended training as a Train Driver and was employed at
PRASA as a Train Driver in 2005.
6.5.1.3. She attende refresher training during 2014. According to the witness,
she attends the refresher training every two years.
6.5.1.4. She last did her road knowledge during the year 2003 - 2004. According to the witness, road knowledge becomes a necessity only if
you do not travel that specific road for at least six months. As for the
witness, she travelled the same road every day and as such road
knowledge was not necessary.

6.5.2.

With regards to the incident, the witness testified as follows:
6.5.2.1. She signed on for duty at 10h00.
6.5.2.2. Upon signing on, there were no notices issued on the day. According to the witness, if notices are issued, as a Train Driver you are supposed to sign to acknowledge the changes.
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6.5.2.3. Upon signing on, she was tested for alcohol and substance abuse.
6.5.2.4. Upon signing on there was a disposal shift, which meant that she
could be used for anything as she did not have a train for at least two
hours. As part of the disposal shif,t the witness testified that she went
to collect empty coaches from Naledi to Braamfontein.
6.5.2.5. She went to prepare her train at 15h00. Her departure time was 15h30.
In her findings the train was fine and suitable for the road. She then
departed at 15h30 as planned.
6.5.2.6. While departing from Crisis Station, the train tripped the power supply.
As a consequence of the power failure the train could not move. She
then reported the fault to both the front and rear TCO.
6.5.2.7. After a few minutes, the power supply was restored and she then did
her settings and left.
6.5.2.8. Her train started as 9957 and changed to 9934 at George Gogh. She
experienced delays along the way and in particular at Booysens Station due to a power failure.
6.5.2.9. At Booysens she waited for the power to return after which the signal
turned red then yellow. She then started to move. The train was moving on a caution. According to the witness the signal had always
been yellow and was never green.
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6.5.2.10.When she approached Crown 69, the signal aspect was red. She
stopped the train and called the rear TCO who did not answer the
phone. Soon thereafter, she saw a train from Westgate to Crown passing in front of her. After the said train had cleared, the signal turned
yellow then green.
6.5.2.11.She then prepared her train for departure. Whilst she was busy doing
so, she heard a loud bang from the rear. According to the witness, it
took just under 10 minutes from the time that the train had stopped to
the time of the incident.
6.5.3.

With regards to post incident events, the witness testified as follows:
6.5.3.1. She called the TCO to inform her that she cannot move because of
the rear collision.
6.5.3.2. Since the incident occurred near a curve the witness could not see
the rear end of the train. She then called the train guard to check if
he was okay. According to the witness the response was that he was
okay but he did not sound okay.
6.5.3.3. The witness got out from the train and went towards the back to
check what had happened. At the time the commuters were so angry as they could not understand why she was not moving whilst the
signal aspect was green.
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6.5.3.4. The commuters started to throw stones at the opposite train. At that
time, she was advised by other commuters to take off her reflector
jacket, so that she cannot be identified as a driver. For her own safety,
she then did so.
6.5.3.5. When arriving at the back of the train, she could not find the Train
Guard.
6.5.3.6. Despite the two trains on the track, the rear signal Booysens 80 was
still on caution. At the time the Train Guard went towards the back
with detonators in order to prevent a third train from colliding with
them.
6.5.4.

With regards to preventative measures, the witness testified that trains should
not be allowed to follow each other very closely, as was the case with the
current incident where the trains were seven minutes apart.

2nd Witness
Mr. Edwin Sifiso Maseko
Position: PRASA Train Driver
Testified on 17 November 2015
6.5.6. The witness testified as follows that:
6.5.7.

During 2004, he was employed as a Metro Guard whereafter, he was
trained as a Train Driver in 2009. He was then appointed as a Train
Driver during 2010.
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6.5.8.

He last attended refresher training in August 2015. At the time of attending, he was long overdue. According to him, he last attended
the said training in 2012 before the one in August 2015.

6.5.9.

With regards to symposium, the witness testified that they are being
done every six months. He attended in March and September 2015.
With regards to road knowledge, the witness testified that he only did
it when he was being trained as a driver, since then he has not done
road knowledge as he drives the same road every day.

6.5.10.

With regards to the incident the witness testified as follows:

6.5.10.1.

He signed on at 06h00 at Naledi and began with his disposal duties.

6.5.10.2.

He departed from Naledi Station at 16h07. He stopped at Booysens
as the TCO was still busy with another train. He then received a yellow aspect signal and proceeded.

6.5.10.3.

Signal aspect 80 and 81 were on yellow when the train approached. Whilst he was on signal aspect 80 he noticed that there
was a train in front of him, but he thought the train was on the slow
lane.

6.5.10.4.

As he approached, he realised that the train was on his path. At
the time he could not confirm the speed at which the train was
travelling as the speedometer was defective. According to the witness the defective speedometer was not reported when the train
departed from Naledi. The witness further testified that about 80%
of the trains are moving without operational speedometers.
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6.5.10.5.

He then applied emergency brakes, but the train still kept moving.
As a result he then jumped in to the corridor after which there was
a collision.

6.5.10.6.

According to the witness the incident occurred near a curve and
the vegetation or the trees at the curve made it difficult for him to
see the stationary train in time.

6.5.10.7.

According to the witness his train was late by at least 40 – 50
minutes.

6.5.10.8.

The witness testified that post the incident the commuters wanted
to burn the train, but others refused as they realised that there were
other injured commuters on board. At that time, he had locked
himself inside the train as the commuters wanted to attack him.

6.5.10.9.

He has been to EAP and was certified fit to resume duty.

3rd Witness
Lebageng Maletsi
Position: Metro Train Guard
Employee No: 20022699
Testified on the 17th November 2015
6.5.11. The witness testified that he joined PRASA in January 2007 as a Metro Train
Guard. He was trained as a Metro Train Guard for 5 months.
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6.5.12. He was also subjected to a road knowledge workshop every six months. This
process does not entail conducting actual training, but rather just signing to
confirm that he knows the road.
6.5.13. He has attended refresher every two years. The last refresher was sometime in
2014. His training was always up to date. His symposium is every 6 months.
6.5.14. With regards to the incident, the witness testified as follows:
6.5.14.1.

He signed on duty at 10h00, where after he received a safety journal and read the safety topics and signed to confirm that he understood.

6.5.14.2.

During the signing on process he is monitored by his Section Manager. At times the Section Manager is not available, then he does
not get tested for alcohol. Due to the unavailability of the Section
Manger, he has not been tested consistently for alcohol for a considerable period between October and November 2015.

6.5.14.3.

After signing on, he went to prepare the train. He had a problem
with his set, which resulted in the train being delayed.

6.5.14.4.

At all material times he was seated in the rear motor coach.

6.5.14.5.

He could not see what was happening in front of him. He only saw
a train that was approaching from behind. At first he thought the
train was travelling on the slow lane. As the train approached, he
realised it was actually on his lane, he then started to hoot but the
train kept on coming.
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6.5.14.6.

As the train was getting closer, he then ran into the corridor. He felt
the impact when the trains collided and fell on the floor.

6.5.14.7.

After the collision he went out towards the back of the second train
in order to protect the second train against further collision by approaching trains. While he was doing this, he had to remove his reflector vest since the commuters were hostile towards him and the
Driver of the second train. After the incident he attended EAP.

4th Witness
Tsoumbedzo Nolunde
Train Control Officer
Employee No: 20022639
Testified on 17 November 2015
6.5.15. The witness testified as follows:
6.5.15.1.

She joined PRASA in November 2004 as an Announcer and then
she a Metro Guard in 2005.

6.5.15.2.

Her duties include the control of train movements. She has attended a refresher course in 2014 and symposium. There is no refresher training on the system because they work with the system
every day.

6.5.15.3.

In terms of the signing on procedure, she indicated that alcohol
testing is not done regularly due to staff shortages. According to
the witness, testing is sometimes done twice a month.

6.5.16.

With regards to the incident the witness testified as follows:
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6.5.16.1.She signed on duty at 17h00. The correct time of signing on is 18h00,
but they have an arrangement in their panel to sign on duty at 17h00.
6.5.16.2.She was on a 12 hour shift that day. She had worked night shift the
day before which means she knocked off 06:00 on Friday and resumed duty at 17:00 the same day.
6.5.16.3.During the signing on process, she goes through the documentation
and will ask questions in the event of issues. They are not subjected to
substance abuse testing on signing on. The testing is only done randomly. It is not clear how often the random testing is done.
6.5.16.4.At about 17h38 they experienced a power failure, but she managed
to reset the panels.
6.5.16.5.When she signed on, she was aware of the movement of Trains 9934
and 9404. In her panel, the trains were travelling behind each other
and Train 9404 had already cleared CRN69.
6.5.16.6.She was surprised when she received a call from the Driver of Train
9404 to inform her that there had been a collision. On her panel she
was only able to see Train 9934.
6.5.16.7. Post incident, the witness testified that she has never attended any
EAP, but does feel the need to attend.

5th Witness
Leon Sieberhagen
Train Control Officer (and now Acting Section Manager)
Testified on the 18 November 2016
6.5.17.

The witness testified as follows:
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6.5.17.1.

He joined PRASA as a Metro Guard in 2002 and became a Train
Control Officer in 2003. Currently, he acts as a Section Manager
and has been acting as such since 2008.

6.5.17.2.

He attended his refresher training in 2014 and prior to that he attended in 2012. The refresher that he attended was for his role as a
TCO. He has never attended a refresher for his acting position as a
Section Manager. He has not been to any symposium nor undergone any task observation since 2008.

6.5.17.3.

His responsibility on the job is to update risk profiles and conduct
task observations on TCOs.

6th Witness
Danie Dennis
PRASA Branch Manager
Employer No: 20022149
Testified on the 18 November 2015
6.5.18. The witness testifies as follows:
6.5.18.1.

He joined PRASA as an Apprentice during 1971, became a Technician and a Branch Manager in 1994. His job requirements to date
include installations, attending to faults and maintenance. Due to
staff shortages, the function of installation has been outsourced to
contractors.

6.5.18.2.

He is working with the following personnel reporting to him: Senior
Technician, Technician, Maintenance and Process workers. The
staff compliment is supposed to be 63 in all sections. Currently they
operate with at least over 30 people. According to the witness,
staff shortages and restrictions on overtime impacts negatively on
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critical maintenance functions as schedules are not being followed, rather they are reactive to crises. The witness further complained about equipment that has outlived its life span.
6.5.19. With regards to the incident the witness testified as follows:
6.5.19.1.

There was a fault that was reported at the POI. His subordinate,
Louis Coetzee, was assigned to attend to the fault, but as his shift
was about to end he then handed it over to another technician,Mr
DJ Nel to attend to the fault. Mr Nel then worked on the fault and
fixed the track cable after which he tested it with the TCO. According to the witness, he never worked on the apparatus case.

6.5.19.2.

When the incident occurred on the 17 July 2015, an internal investigation was instituted, in which investigation Louis Coetzee was
wrongfully suspended as the records indicated that he was the one
that last worked on the fault, while in fact he had handed the fault
to Mr DJ Nel to attend. During the internal investigation it was further discovered that on the 21 May 2015 another fault was reported to which a certain Anna Molelwa attended. The witness testified that Ms. Molelwa indicated that she never did anything to the
track as it “self repaired”. According to the witness Ms. Molelwa
derogated her duties since she didnot complete the job card, did
not read it back to the TCO, nor did she test the fault/ track afterwards. Ms. Moelwa has since resigned from PRASA.

6.5.19.3.

The witness denied any knowledge of the job card that was submitted to RSR for work done on the POI on 21 May 2015.

6.5.19.4.

According to the witness, lack of spares contributed to the incident
in that the “shielding bridge unit” was faulty and as a result they
needed to replace same. In the absence of spares the Technician
who attended to the fault decided to bridge the unit. In doing so,
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the Technician made wrong wiring connections, hence the track
circuit was “false fed” and could not detect the stationary train.

7th Witness
Lebogang Segone
Train Crew Manager
Testified on the 18 November 2015
6.5.20. The witness testified as follows:
6.5.20.1.

She has been appointed to the position during October 2014. Her
responsibilities include providing personnel that run the train and
ensuring that they are fit for duty. She manages Section Managers,
Train Drivers and Metro Guards.

6.5.20.2.

She has vacancies in her staff compliment. She needs 15 more Drivers and Train Guards. Another shortcoming on the staff at hand is
that the Section Managers are not trained to deal with fatigue and
psychological issues.

6.5.20.3.

She is aware that some of the trains are running with malfunctioning
speedometers. To this end, Drivers are expected to use their experience of the road to regulate the speed at which their trains are
running.

8th Witness
Louis Benjamin Coetzee
Signaling Engineering Technician
Employee No: 20022157
Testified on the 18 November 2015
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6.5.21. He started to work on signals in 1997 and now specialises in fault finding and
maintenance. In February 2015 he was given a faulty track circuit to attend
to, but since the end of his shift was nearing, he decided to pass the fault to
a certain Mr. Nel. Mr. Nel proceeded to attend to the fault under his name.
6.5.22. When the incident occurred he was suspended for a month as the records
indicated him as the person who last attended to the fault. His suspension was
lifted after a month.
6.5.23. He investigated that incident afterwards and came to find that the shielding
was incorrectly bridged, which resulted in trains disappearing from the display.

9th Witness
Daluxolo Camagu
Rolling Stock Maintenance
Employee No: 20021373
6.5.24. The witness testified that:
6.5.25. He started in January 2008 as an Electrical Fitter. He was then promoted to a
Technical Supervisor in 2011, a position that he holds until present. His duties
as a Technical Supervisor include being the leader of a maintenance team.
He is responsible for maintenance execution. He has 16 people reporting to
him. This is a full complement, with no shortages.
6.5.26. He is an electrical fitter by trade. He, however, did conversion training with
PRASA. This training included both electrical and mechanical aspects. He was
trained on every rolling stock component. Thus, he is trained on both mechanical and electrical aspects despite him being an electrical person.
6.5.27. In relation to spares he testified as follows:
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6.5.27.1.

He gets spares from the stores. He is not responsible for spares. He
just submits his needs to the stores and it is the duty of the stores to
ensure there is no shortage of spares. Most times they do get
spares. In instances where there are no spares, they usually take a
part from a locomotive that needs major service and use it.

6.5.28. In relation to the incident the witness testified as follows:
6.5.28.1.

He was called to the scene of the incident as part of the preliminary
investigation.

6.5.28.2.

They concentrated on the brakes. The finding was that the brakes
were working correctly. To this end, they concluded that the rolling
stock did not play part in this incident.

6.5.28.3.

They checked the brake blocks and they found that they were all
within limit. Brake blocks were all bigger than a limit of 15mm. However, the checks were done visually. Brake blocks are removed during preventative maintenance. Rolling stock maintenance is carried out at intervals of 14 days or two weekly. There is also a quality
assurance function. Intermediate and PS & C do not have quality
assurance due to staff shortage on the quality assurance side. He
does it himself as he is qualified to do quality assurance. He believes
shaft encoders are the main contributors to the speedometer not
working. There are four shaft encoders in a motor coach. The normal procedure is that the driver must unplug one by one until they
identify the faulty one. The shaft encoder fault will cause the black
box to shut down.
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6.5.29. In relation to train authorisation:
6.5.29.1.

There are three teams. One is responsible for body, the other for
brakes and the other last team for electrical. All have a checklists.

10th Witness
Daniel Jacobus Nel
Signal Engineering Technician
Employment No: 794060G (old)
Testified on the 18 November 2015
6.5.30. The witness testified as follows:
6.5.30.1.

That he has been employed as a Signaling Technician from 1983.
He is responsible for attending to faulty signals. He indicated that
when a fault is reported they record same in their fault book. As
soon as the fault is fixed, it will be read back to the department and
they will receive a reference number for same. The Branch Manager then checks the records of what was done. He is of the view
that quality checks are not done to determine if the work was done
properly.

6.5.31. In relation to the incident the witness testified as follows:
6.5.31.1.

He was called out to attend to the fault at the POI. This was about
three months before the incident. The fault was originally allocated
to Louis, but because his shift was ending Louis asked him to attend
to this fault. The fault was that 80 track was out. He found that the
supply cable was disconnected from the rail to the adjacent junction box. He replaced the connector with a new one. According
to him he never opened the apparatus case when he worked on
the POI.
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11th Witness
Thabo Mokoena
Rolling Stock System Engineer
Employment No: 20101361
Testified on the 19th November 2015
6.5.32. The witness testified as follows:
6.5.32.1.

He started in 2011 as an Electrical Specialist. He worked under
maintenance operations and then moved to his current position in
2012. He is responsible for plans, anything that can hinder maintenance plans, maintenance operations, reliability, and maintenance practices.

6.5.32. In relation to staff complement he testified as follows:
6.5.32.1.

He has two Engineering Technicians reporting to him. One light and
one heavy duty current Electrical Technician. He also had seven
Engineering TTechnicians in training, but he had to let go of all
seven due to lack of funding. He raised the issue with his manager,
Mr Hamilton Linda, who has since submitted a motivation to retain
them.

6.5.32.2.

His full staff compliment is supposed to include one Senior Engineering Technician (SET), two Engineering Technicians and one
(Trainee, but that is not the case currently. He is sometimes required
to execute the functions of an SET because the vacancy could not
be filled for a considerable period of time. There are supposed to
be three System Engineers. Currently there are only two of which
he is one of them. As a result he has to play the role of both Control
and Electrical Engineer. Staff shortages have a negative bearing
on safety, reliability and availability of rolling stock. He cannot be
on part with maintenance since they are fighting fires.
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6.5.33. In relation to the incident he testified as follows:
6.5.33.1.

He inspected the second train that was involved in the collision. He
was satisfied that maintenance of the train was within schedule.
Train N3 behaved as expected in terms of braking. The speedometer of the front Motor Coach 9299 was not working. For this reason,
he used the trip logger data from the other motor coach. He believes the speedometer was not working because the train driver
may have unplugged the shaft encoder, which is a normal practice. From his investigation it was found that the train braking system
was employed at least 15 seconds before the collision took place.
Speed was not a contributory factor to the incident.

6.5.34. In relation to the root cause of incident he testified as follows:
6.5.34.1.

He believes the incident was caused by the obstruction in that the
Driver of TrainN3 was unable to see the train in front of him because
of the curve and the trees that obstruct his view.

12th Witness
Sheila Maragen
Train Control Officer
Employment No: 20022630
Testified on the 19 November 2015
6.5.35. The witness testified as follows:
6.5.35.1.

She started working as a TCO in 2011. She is responsible for movement of trains and she operates the signals and points.

6.5.36. In relation to the incident the witness testified as follows:
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6.5.36.1.

She was not on duty at the time of incident. Her shift had ended
and somebody else had taken over from her. She knocked off at
17:00 on the day of the incident. She is of the view that everything
was normal when she knocked off. She never experienced incidents where trains were disappearing, especially at CRN69.

6.5.36.2.

She controls the signals except BY80 because it is automated. For
every train they give the bells to the next station. The bells are only
done at the station.

6.5.36.3.

If a train is waiting in one location for too long she would normally
call operations to find out what the problem is. She is aware of
“ghost tracks”, particularly at Faraday. This happens when there is
an indication of train, but in actual fact there is no train.

7.

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE
7.1.

The trees or overgrown plantation on the curve near the POI obscured
the Driver’s view such that he could not see the train in time to react.

7.2.

PRASA’s system of determining whether a particular person is due to attend refreshers has to be improved. In the case of Mr. Maseko, who was
the Driver of Train 9404 at the time of the incident, he was long overdue
for refresher, but it would seem that it was left for him to remember his
due date to attend.

7.3.

The BOI was informed that most of the trains are running with defective
speedometers. This is also found to be risky behaviour in that it is left to
the drivers to determine by their instinct, the speed of the train. This conduct may result in over speeding by some drivers.
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7.4.

PRASA has a shortage of personnel on critical grades. Accordingly, this
shortage results in risky behaviour in that scheduled maintenance cannot be done in time, save that their processes have since become reactionary.

7.5.

There is lack of supervision of technical personnel within PRASA.

7.6.

There seems to be no refresher training for TCO’s. TCO’s are not even
subjected to normal substance abuse testing. Since after the incident at
hand, the TCO who was in charge was never tested prior and post the
incident.

7.7.

Train crew are not trained to handle risky situations involving angry commuters, nor are they adequately protected in such situations.

7.8.

Lack of spares or constraints in resources is creating a safety concern in
that in the event of faults the Technician will use another old part to correct the fault, and this practice is not sustainable.

7.9.

The exact circumstances around the faulty wiring of track circuit BOY80T
in the apparatus case A1051, could not be established beyond reasonable doubt; i.e. the person(s) involved or the date(s) when the faulty wiring was done. It appears that it was not done during the fault on 24 February 2015, and possibly was done during the fault of 21 May 2015. However, this could not be established with an acceptable degree of certainty so long after the event and due to the lack of properly documented evidence. The correct operation of the indications on the panel
at Booysens prior to and on the day of the collision could also not be
confirmed with certainty for similar reasons to the above.
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7.10. As stated above, the correct operation of the indications on the panel at
Booysens prior to and on the day of the collision could not be confirmed
with any degree certainty. However, if the track circuits had in fact operated correctly, it would be reasonable to assume that the TCO’s would
have noticed that something was amiss when trains passed over track
circuits BOY080T, then BOY80T, and then CRN69T, because first the former and then the latter would indicate red, but BOY80T would not indicate red. And if the faulty wiring had been in place for a length of time,
it would be more likely that the TCOs would notice the fault. See figure 8
below.

Figure 8: Track Circuit and Signal Indications for BOY80G on Booysens Panel.
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8.

FINDINGS
8.1.

The Board of Inquiry find inter alia that the collision was as a result of the
following:
8.1.1. The collision was as a result of signal BOY 80 incorrectly displaying a
yellow proceed aspect onto an occupied track. The evidence reveals that a false feed had been erroneously connected to the relevant track circuit relay controlling the system, which prevented the
track circuit from detecting Train 9934;
8.1.2. After a fault was reported on the POI the Technician who attended
to the fault failed to test the track circuit together with the TCO after
the repairs, and also the Supervisor or other independent person
failed to test the wiring changes to the circuitry;
8.1.3. A Supervisor or other independent person failed to test that the track
circuit indications on the panel at Booysens were functioning correctly and displaying the correct colours;
8.1.4. Periodic maintenance procedures and checks are not performed on
safety critical equipment (including signalling equipment, systems
within the TCO environment, as well as equipment within the trains)
due to resource constraints, lack of training or understanding and
shortage of personnel. To this end, it was noted that the speedometer
of Train 9404 was also not in working order.;
8.1.5. No proper signalling fault reporting / management system and database exists or is in the process of being implemented to log and
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manage signalling faults in particular, so that suitable record keeping, management and analyses of signalling faults may be done. This
information may then also be used for the prioritisation of maintenance and/or capital investment;
8.1.6. Train delays are seen to be a contributing factor, in that when trains
are delayed, personnel try to “make up time” and possibly ”cut corners” by speeding, etc.
8.1.7. In terms of the trip logger/ CPU analysis Train 9934 was moving at a
speed of 40 km/h when emergency brakes were applied 15 seconds
before impact. At the time of collision, the train was travelling at a
speed of 28 km/h;
8.1.8. Train crews are not adequately protected nor trained to deal with
angry commuters;
8.1.9. Substance abuse testing is not regularly done. In this case, the TCO in
charge was never tested for alcohol prior and post the incident;
8.2.

DIRECT CAUSE
8.2.1. The collision was as a result of signal BOY 80 incorrectly displaying a
yellow aspect, to Train 9404(as result of faulty wiring in apparatus case
A1051)to proceed on to a track occupied by Train 9934.
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8.3.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
8.3.1. The view of driver of train 9404 was obstructed by overgrown vegetation on the side of the rail and was thus prevented from seeing Train
9934, which was stationed after the curve between signal BOY 80 and
CRN 69. The overgrown vegetation on the curve obstructed the
Driver’s view of Train 9934 before signal BOY 80, which would have
afforded him enough time to stop the train.
8.3.2 The system indicator of critical information about train movements is
faulty since the displayed light is not reflecting actual track information. In this regard, the yellow light indicator for signal 80 on the up
slow line on the unit displaying signal 80 and 81 switches was not working on the day of the incident and, at the time of the interview, was
still not working. This means that if there is no train in that section, the
light does not give an indication, leaving the TCOs to assume that the
blank light is actually indicating yellow.

8.4.

ROOT CAUSES
8.4.1. Lack of spares and/or resource constraints to properly repair equipment;
8.4.2. Shortages in staff complement;
8.4.3. Training of personnel: The Technician did not adhere to accepted
and required procedures when attending to a fault (checking, testing
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after re-pairs, reporting back, etc.) No refresher training is provided to
TCOs on the system that they use daily to perform their duties.
8.4.4. Lack of supervision of signalling personnel and TCOs by Supervisors /
Managers.
8.5.

RECOMMENDATIONS
8.5.1. Short-term Corrective Measures (0-6 Months)
8.5.1.1.

Repair the speedometers on all rolling stock (PRASA Rail);

8.5.1.2.

Audit maintenance of speedometers (RSR);

8.5.1.3.

Remove the trees or overgrown vegetation around any
curve, especially those obscuring the view of BOY 80. This will
improve visibility when trains approach curves;

8.5.1.4.

Review safety procedures to protect train crew in the event
of incidents such as this one – Train crew are not adequately
protected against angry commuters during the incidences;

8.5.1.5.

Refresher training for all Signalling Technicians, especially the
less experienced ones, on fault rectification procedures and
the testing of equipment after repairs. This should include activities such as task observation;
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8.5.1.6.

Updating / correcting of the plans for track circuit BOY80T in
Booysens apparatus case A1051 by a competent person to
reflect the true status of the equipment and the wiring. This
exercise must also be extended to all plans that are outdated. Measures must be put in place to ensure that plans
are updated accordingly and timeously each time there is a
change;

8.5.1.7.

PRASA must devise, implement an effective program to actively supervise safety critical grades within the train crew,
TCO, signalling and maintenance departments. This plan
must be monitored to ensure its effectiveness in terms of personnel adherence to standard and safe operating procedures;

8.5.1.8.

PRASA management from the train crew, TCO, signalling and
maintenance departments must ensure that they align existing procedures, policies and processes to the SANS 3000-4 to
accommodate safety critical grades in so far as the following
are concerned:

8.5.1.8.1.

Fitness for duty;

8.5.1.8.2.

Task observations;

8.5.1.8.3.

Risk assessments;

8.5.1.8.4.

Symposium requirements.
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8.5.1.9.

PRASA must ensure that emergency job cards are completed
by signalling personnel for every fault that they attend to and,
where applicable, a record of the functional testing that was
done is should be made available. These job cards must be
monitored by a suitably qualified supervisor and actual quality tests must be conducted on a selected sample of the
equipment;

8.5.1.10.

The process of handing over faults between Technicians must
be reviewed and documented in a procedure and must
thereafter be communicated adequately to all personnel;

8.5.1.11.

PRASA must conduct risk assessments that adequately consider the operational and human factors risks that are within
the system. Each risk that is identified must be controlled and
the effectiveness of all controls must be monitored, and evaluated for effectiveness. Additionally, measures must be put in
place to ensure that risk assessments are completed after
each incident and a review is completed to ensure that the
risks that manifested during the incident are managed adequately;

8.5.1.12.

Ensure that spares for signalling equipment are available, or
that suitable alternatives are pursued to ensure that equipment remains operational in accordance with safety standards;
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8.5.2.
8.5.2.1.

Medium Term Corrective Measures (6-12 Months)
Fill all the vacancies of all safety critical grades. Staff shortages appear to be among the biggest challenges. This compromises safety because safety functions are not being performed as required. The filling of vacancies for critical grades,
especially in the signalling environment, is essential as the
training of signalling personnel requires time before they are
able to function independently as Signalling Technicians or
Engineers. This will ensure that sufficient technical staff are
available to maintain not only the existing infrastructure, but
also the new infrastructure that is being installed as part of the
Gauteng Re-signalling Project. Proper maintenance of the
signalling infrastructure will ensure a higher availability of the
signalling system and therefore less dependence on the human factor in playing a role in the safety of train operations;

8.5.2.2.

Implementation of a Signalling Fault Reporting and Management System and Database: A proper signalling fault re-porting / management system and database must be implemented to log and manage signalling faults, so that reliable
record keeping, follow-up and management of signalling
faults may be ensured;
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8.5.2.3.

Install collision avoidance technology on PRASA trains. Conduct a Quantified Risk Assessment to determine the extent of
risk related to collisions between two trains taking due account of PRASA’s operating practices and technologies. Use
the output of the QRA to then determine the priority areas for
investment in tandem with PRASA’s existing upgrade programmes (PRASA Rail);

8.5.2.4.

PRASA must review its shift and rostering guidelines for safety
critical grades (including train crew, TCOs, Technicians and
the Supervisors of safety critical grades) to ensure that adequate work: rest ratios within and between shifts are implemented with a view to limiting the effects of both acute and
cumulative fatigue on personnel. The new shift scheduling
must be based on empirical data considering the type of
work to be performed, the environment and tools to be used,
and the capabilities of personnel.
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8.5.3.
8.5.3.1.

Long Terms Corrective Measures (12 Months – onwards)
Special efforts should be made to ensure that the Gauteng
Re-signalling Project is implemented on schedule and even
expedited where possible, as a matter of urgency. The new
technology will assist in raising safety levels above the existing
systems, which are long past their design lives, and consequently pose a safety risk for numerous reasons of which the
unavailability of spares is a major contributor;

8.5.3.2.

The implementation of Automatic Train Protection (ATP) or an
ERTMS system in future should be considered to reduce reliance on the human in ensuring safety of train operations.

8.5.3.3.

Continuously ensure that all signalling and operational personnel are suitably trained and undergo refresher courses to
remind them of the procedures and processes they need to
use to maintain of signalling equipment, the operation of train
control panels, SPAD’s, etc;

8.5.3.5.

Utilise the information from the above-mentioned database(1.17.2.3) for the analysis of signalling faults and equipment condition, so as to prioritise maintenance activities and/
or capital investment in signalling infrastructure;
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8.5.3.6.

PRASA must positively effect change on the safety culture
such that personnel refrain from engaging in unsafe acts such
as not reporting faulty speedometers on trains and not following the standard operating and safe working procedures
within the signalling department.

9.

ATTACHMENT/ ANNEXURES
9.1. Rolling Stock Report

Annexure – A

9.2. Signalling Report

Annexure – B

9.3. Human Factor Report

Annexure - C
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